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So Much More Than You’d Expect
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What is

The

The Deep ?
®

Main Attraction

The Deep’s® capacity studies, conducted by Economic Research
Associates (ERA), show that there are enough users to keep
our pools full year round. It’s important to point out that while
the pools are the main attraction, we don’t need them to be
profitable. The pools at The Deep® are the spectacle and the
commercial offices, retail, restaurants, hotel and conference
center rents will drive revenue. We’ve got space for all types of
users. Check out just some of the groups that will make the most
of The Deep®.

Scuba, freedivers and swimmers will be
attracted to the pools’ unique characteristics
According to The Undersea Journal, “natural dive sites are irreplaceable.
Unfortunately many divers and would-be divers are land-locked, with
neither the time nor the resources to easily get to the ocean [or] lake...”
The Deep® solves location and resource issues by bringing deep water to
their back door – and with solar heating it is as warm as any tropical sea.

Calling all voyeurs!

The Deep® is a first-of-its-kind real estate development project that is being
championed by CEO, Doug Huberman and RVM Associates, his commercial
real estate development firm headquartered in Pasadena, California. Imagine
a unique, world class SCUBA, freediving and swimming facility that is the
industry hub for local, regional, national and even international aquatic activity.
In the heart of the complex, there are three specially designed pools with

variable shelf depths, caves, simulated helicopter and beach entries and one of these pools takes divers down to 135 feet deep. Then surround
the aquatic complex with casual and fine dining restaurants, world class
shopping, a conference center, hotel and commercial offices for industry
and other players and you’ve got something that’s never been done before.
You’ve got The Deep®.

Many people are fascinated by water sports and want to see what is
happening underwater. We provide tourists and locals alike with their
chance to see what’s happening in our pools while they eat, shop, and
carry out personal errands. We hope to convert a few spectators into
participants. With viewing windows from a breathtaking underwater
restaurant and portholes throughout the complex, the wonders of The
Deep® unlike the ocean are available for everyone to enjoy.

A hub for aquatic professionals
The Deep® will house the offices of diving certification agencies,
equipment manufacturers and non-profits that preserve and protect
the waters. With a conference center and hotel right on premises, The
Deep® becomes the premier spot for free diving competitions, scuba
diving trade shows, symposiums on ocean preservation, as well
as local and international swim meets.

An underwater classroom
The Deep® provides a controlled environment for recreational and
technical SCUBA divers and military as well as public safety divers to learn
new techniques and receive certifications. Recently, PADI and SSI have
introduced a new diving certification for indoor pools.

Let the cameras roll
Planned for a Southern California location, our pools will be designed
for filming. Whether it’s a feature film, commercial advertisement,
music video or photo shoot, The Deep® becomes the best spot for
the perfect shot.
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Step inside of

The Deep

The Aquatic Center
n

The Deepest at The Deep®
n

Two Specialty Pools
n

Dive and Swim Shop
n

Dive Travel Agency
n

Diving and Swimming School

n

Viewing Restaurant

n

Mens’ and Womens’ Locker Rooms

n

®

It’s more than a
135 foot deep pool.
								 It’s a complete aquatic complex!
Three very special pools
1

The Deepest at The Deep® is designed for SCUBA and freedivers:
n 135 feet deep
n Variable shelf depths of 3, 15, 30, 60, 100, 135 feet
n Caves, passages, pressurized diving bell, and wrecks to explore
n Simulated beach entry
n Simulated dock, boat, and helicopter entries
n Views from the pools to restaurant
n Current and waves
n Theater seating

Art Galleries dedicated to the 		
underwater world

2

50 meters long and 25 yards wide

n
n

Flat and white water

n

High tech competitian lap lanes

n

LCD scoring board

n

Theater seating

n

Accommodates swim lessons, kayaking and water polo

n

Complete Equipment Assurance
In our pools, you’ll be able to ‘try before
you buy’ and test equipment fitted by
manufacturer-trained technicians

The Olympian at The Deep®

Fully ADA compliant with sloped ramp for submersible
wheelchair or user operated swim lift

3

Energize at The Deep®
n 25 meter pool
n Designed for fitness, Mommy and Me classes, private groups
n Fully ADA compliant with sloped ramp for submersible
wheelchair or user operated swim lift
* All pools are available to the film and photography trades
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Step inside of

The Conference Center

The Deep

®

n

Hotel
Event Space

n

The Hub

n

Conference Rooms

n

The Deep Theater Auditorium / 200-seats

n

Boutique Stores

n
n

Restaurants
Fitness Center

The Deep® is a social and training hub for the aquatic industry
connecting divers, trainers, manufacturers and non-profit
groups. Thirty percent of its office space is reserved for the
industry. The Deep® will house:
n

The Shopping Center

Equipment Manufacturers
Diving and Swimming Association headquarters

n

Department Store Anchors

Certification Agencies

n

Marine Preservation Non-Profit Groups

n
n

The Deep® NGO Incubator

n

Trade Associations

n

Diving Reference Library

Designed to give industry non-profit groups the
prominence they need to expand and grow, we’ll
place established non-profits in stand alone space
throughout the center. Smaller non-profits will be
able to grow at their own pace and reduce operating
expenses by sharing resources thanks to The Deep’s
NGO Incubator.
We strongly believe that the waters of the world should
be protected, preserved and used intelligently. That’s why
The Deep® will provide financial support to leading non-profits
that promote underwater exploration, dive training, medical
research, and work diligently to save our oceans, seas, lakes and rivers.

Sporting Mega Store

Giving Back
All of The Deep’s commercial venues
will contribute a portion of their
profits to the Fathom Foundation.
In turn, Fathom will contribute over
60% of its distributable funds to the
non-profits with offices located at
The Deep®. This includes support of
our reference library dedicated to diving
history, technology and education.
The balance of the foundation’s distributable
funds will be used to sponsor educational
seminars, international symposiums, youth
diving programs, underwater film festivals
and non-profits dedicated to establishing
self funded marine protected areas.

Specialty Retail
Fine and Casual Dining
Entertainment n
and Nightclubs ...
Cinema

n

n

n

n

n

Sports Medicine
n

Hydrotherapy/Medical Rehabilitation

n

Doctors Offices

n

Decompression Chamber
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Our Progress Report

In Progress
n

n

n

Completed

Presentations are being scheduled with
municipalties to begin site selection 		
negotiations.
Strategic alliances and relationships are
being developed.
Members of The Deep® Advisory
Council have been selected.

4 Hyper Entertainment hired to project manage The Deep®
4 Economic Research Associates (ERA) completed an
economic analysis which determined:
1) The Deep® is economically feasible
2) The Deep® will be a major employer
3) The Deep’s profitability does not depend on revenue
directly generated by dive related activities
4 Presentations have been made to dive certification agencies, aquatic non-profits,
equipment manufacturers, restaurant groups, hoteliers, retailers, and investors.
4 Parsons has completed the preliminary engineering feasibility study for the main
pool and has determined the pools are technologically feasible given Southern California
soil composition, water tables and earthquake fault lines. The Deepest at the Deep® can
be constructed within our forecasted budget.
4 Intellectual property rights have been filed and registered.
4 This is the second conceptual brochure that has been created. As plans
evolve updated brochures will be designed to communicate changes
and progress steps.

Next Steps
n

Site Selection

n

Entitlements

n

Final Architectural and Engineering

n

Site Work

n

Construction

n

Tenant Selection

n

The Deep Opening
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Old Pasadena Plaza,
Pasadena, CA

Additional RVM Development Projects:
The Boston Centennial
We built a new building inside the old to create
the new Boston Centennial, a commercial and
residential mixed-use historic renovation project.
Pasadena, California

n

RVM
Creating And Collaborating

Glendale Shopping Center, Glendale, AZ

San Jose State University Lab built with
partner American General Contractors

The Deep is so much more
®

The Deep
San Alfonso, Chile
NEMO 33, Belgium
Monte Mare, Germany
Unterwasserpark Naturagart, Germany
Great Lakes Aquarium, USA
Two Oceans, South Africa
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As you can see, The Deep® is so much more than the others. While our predecessors have created
wonderful artificial environments for SCUBA and freedivers to enjoy, their developments are not as
comprehensive. Truly, there is nothing like The Deep®. We are designing and building a first-of-its-kind,
thematic mixed-use facility focused on the dive industry and anchored by a world-class aquatic center.

De

RVM is a commercial real estate development and investment firm
headquartered in Pasadena, California. We create urban in-fill, mixeduse and historical renovation projects for the savvy investor and
joint venture partner. We build everything from condominiums,
to shopping centers, office complexes and apartment buildings.
Our firm has three business units: RVM Investment, RVM Property
Management and RVM Development. The investment unit raises
money for new acquisitions and provides income and distributions
to our investors. RVM Property Management oversees company
assets as well as properties owned by outside groups while reducing their
expense base and improving retention. RVM Development finds groundup, mixed-use and historical renovation projects to design and build.

The Livingston Hotel and Condominiums
A historic mixed-use development complex.
Pasadena, California

n

of

Our mission is two-fold. First, we create wealth for our investors by bringing
together unique recreational, retail, hospitality and office elements by delivering
a bonafide destination with international name recognition. Second, from a
diving perspective, our mission is to create a singularly distinctive social and
educational industry focal point. One that brings diving to the attention of
its natural constituents, creates innovative training platforms and places
vital non-profits continuously into the public spotlight.

Windsong Slated to be the largest mixed-use
development in a beautiful resort community.
Sedona, Arizona

h

The Deep® is an innovative project backed by an experienced team. Doug Huberman, CEO of RVM Associates
created the concept for The Deep®. Huberman says, “RVM is proud to be working with Hyper Entertainment, Parsons
and ERA to create a first-of-its-kind, thematic mixed-use facility focused on the dive industry and anchored by a worldclass aquatic center.” By ensuring that over 90% of The Deep’s revenue is independent of diving activity, we bring all
things aquatic dramatically into the public eye without saddling the dive industry
with the burden of supporting a multi hundred million dollar project. Hundreds
of thousands of dollars have been spent on due diligence validating the project is
both technically feasible and financially viable.

n

pt

The Deep®

De

Designing and Building
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INSIDE RIGHT FLAP
Battersea Power Station, London, England

Hyper Entertainment
Brings The Deep® Together
Hyper Entertainment CEO Wendy Rosenthal says, “The Deep® is
innovative and will definitely stand out in a formulaic real estate
market.” Hyper Entertainment, an integral part of the team, brings
its extensive project management expertise to The Deep®. Hyper
delivers viable strategic solutions to its international clients
within the entertainment, retail, leisure and real estate sectors.

Additional Hyper Entertainment
Advisory Projects:
n

Rosenthal and Mike Swinney, Chairman of Hyper
Entertainment, know all about creating magnificent
entertainment destinations. One of their grandest projects
is the 2,500 hectare Yas Island, located in United Arab
Emirates. The entertainment island will feature the world’s first
Ferrari branded theme park, a Formula 1 race track that will
host the Abu Dhabi Grand Prix in 2009, a 12-acre Water Park,
and Warner Bros. theme park, a 3 million square-foot mall,
with retail and residential units, golf courses, polo fields and
an equestrian center.

n

Mediage, Sony Entertainment
Center - Tokyo, Japan
Revamping Millenium Dome,
one of London’s most popular
tourist attractions - London, England

Luminosita, restoration office
project with a unique design
and water feature - Venice, Italy
n

n

n

Parc Phoenix, world-class botanic
garden and theme park - Nice, France

China Space Agency, air & space
museum and theme park - Beijing, China

Yas Island, Ferrari Theme Park, Abu Dhabi, UAE

Parsons
Provides Engineering Integrity
Parsons will deliver the know-how of a top-ranked engineering and construction firm to
The Deep®. The company has prepared our engineering feasibility studies and determined
that the pools are technologically feasable for Southern California’s soil composition,
water tables and earthquake fault lines. Parsons wields its extensive developmental and
operational experience to conquer the toughest logistical challenges, providing landmark
design-build projects across the globe. The firm tailors projects to suit specialized sites
with imaginative themes and creative designs. World-class hotels, resorts, theme parks,
retail and entertainment complexes all bear the mark of Parsons.

ERA
Studies Demonstrate Probability
ERA was founded in 1958 as Economic Research Associates, pioneering
techniques related to the planning, development and operation of many
of the world’s leading attractions. One of their first clients was Walt Disney.
Today, ERA is an international consulting firm with expertise in real estate,
entertainment and leisure, and land use policy and planning. With a firm
understanding of unusual client structures requiring innovative analytical
approaches, ERA specializes in unique projects such as The Deep®.

Sony Entertainment Center, San Francisco, USA
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35 North Raymond Avenue, Suite 213 • Pasadena, CA 91103
Tel: (626) 792-8220 • Email: TheDeep@rvmassociates.com

